
he dental cybersecurity landscape has made a 
dramatic shift over the last year and now, more than 
ever, orthodontic practices are finding themselves 

on the receiving end of cyberattacks. Cyberattacks present 
themselves in a multitude of ways; some are spear phishing 
attacks that make the recipient think they are receiving an 
email from someone they know or trust, or others are hackers 
breaking into your system. In either situation, the practice's 
data can be exposed to a hacker, ultimately compromising 
your network and patient records. Practices often live with 
a false sense of security by assuming that their IT company 
can handle everything involved with their network or that they 
are on a Mac network and that vulnerabilities do not exist. 
The reality is that the industry standard for cybersecurity is to 
have your network independently audited by a cybersecurity 
company to validate and harden the infrastructure. The days 
of simply relying on a firewall and antivirus software are 
long gone. We have dealt with numerous data breaches in 
the dental community, yet every practice had a good firewall 
and antivirus software in place. These attacks have become 
very sophisticated and are capable of easily bypassing the 
firewall and antivirus software, which can ultimately result in 
the networks being hit with a ransomware attack and/or data 
breach.

As an orthodontist, you have one of the highest risk 
databases in healthcare because of the nature of your patients...
minors. Not only are there very stringent HIPAA laws related 
to a data breach, but there are also comprehensive state laws 
related to the theft/breach of records too. In each of these cases, 
you will most likely have to notify every patient of record 
that their data has been compromised, offer identity theft 
monitoring, and notify the local community of the breach by 
taking out ads in newspapers and other publications. Imagine 
the uncomfortable conversations you will have with hundreds 
of parents related to their child's data being compromised and 
possibly being used by criminals for identity theft purposes. 
Even worse, what happens if you do not have proper security 
in place and have a breach that you are not aware of? Then, 
years down the road, you start finding out about the breach 
and it is uncovered that numerous patients in your system 
were the victims of identity theft? Minors may not become 
aware of identity theft until they apply for a credit card or 
college loan. The public relations nightmare for you and your 
practice is horrendous. The burden and stress on you and your 
practice is real. Did you know that, according to a study from 
Carnegie Mellon, a child is 51 times more likely to be a victim 
of identity theft? (Source: www.cylab.cmu.edu/files/pdfs/
reports/2011/child-identity-theft.pdf)

One of the things that we always hear from 
orthodontists who have been breached is, "This is the worst 
thing you can ever go through from a business perspective." 
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The burden and stress on you and your practice is real, and it 
takes the focus off what you do best - provide excellent patient 
care. 

What can be done to protect your practice from 
cyberattacks? First, you must understand that IT companies 
are not cybersecurity companies regardless of what your IT 
company tells you. The level of knowledge and sophisticated 
tools that a cybersecurity company has and deploys are far 

more advanced than what an 
IT company offers. Think of 
your IT company as a general 
practitioner and a cybersecurity 
firm as a specialist. Would 
you go to a GP for heart 
surgery, or would you go to 
a cardiac surgeon? This is a 

similar concept. The progressive IT companies that actually 
understand cybersecurity will be looking out for your best 
interest and should always advise their clients to have an 
independent audit performed by a cybersecurity company. 
Keep in mind that the standard is for a practice to engage 
with both entities. If your IT company tries to persuade you 
that they can do the same thing as a cybersecurity firm, ask 
yourself, "What are they trying to hide or what are they afraid 
of?" It does not make sense to allow your IT company to audit 
their own work.

To implement a cybersecurity solution in your 
orthodontic practice, you need to understand the four pillars 
of cybersecurity. These pillars are as follows: Cybersecurity 
Awareness Training, Cybersecurity Audit, Vulnerability 
Scanning, and Penetration Testing. Let's break down each of 
these pillars so you can thoroughly understand the "why" and 
"how" of each one.

Most orthodontists are not aware that under the 
HIPAA Security Rule (and many state's breach laws) you are 
required to implement Cybersecurity Awareness Training 
for every employee in your practice. This is a comprehensive 
training that helps you and your employees understand and 
identify threats that present themselves through email, 
internet, and lack of standard operating procedures related 
to password and access point protection for your network. 
A good cybersecurity company typically presents this via a 
live webinar and incorporates real-world scenarios into the 
training to help your staff understand how and where threats 
can occur. It is important to understand that a high percentage 
of cyberattacks originate via an email attack often known as 
spear phishing. 

Spear phishing is a common attack vector that hackers 
deploy to gain access to your network or inject ransomware. 
The concept is simple and the attack would execute something 
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The report will detail each exploit detected, the threat that you 
would be exposed to and the steps required to eliminate that 
vulnerability.

The final pillar of cybersecurity is a Penetration 
Test (Pen Test). This is performed by one of the cybersecurity 
company's ethical hackers (white hat hackers) and the goal 
is to try to break into your network using the same tools, 
techniques, and protocols that a criminal would use. Once in 
your network, they will try to exploit various protocols and 
technologies to gain access to a workstation or server. They 
will also immediately try to find the "golden ticket" - your 
database. Hackers want access to your database because 
it stores tens of thousands of records, and these records are 
bought and sold on the Dark Web (the Black Market for 
hackers) for approximately $50 each. On completion of the 
Pen Test, the cybersecurity company will turn over a report 
to your IT company outlining all the vulnerabilities and 
exploits discovered, along with detailed instructions on how 
to eliminate them.

By following the four pillars of cybersecurity 
and compliance, you can feel confident that you have done 
everything to comply with federal (and often state) laws 
and that your network is as secure as possible. Nothing is 
ever 100% secure, but these best practices will significantly 
improve your security posture.

Without cybersecurity, you run the risk of 
compromising patient trust. Patient trust is the foundation 
of your business, and you need to do everything possible to 
protect your patient files. You can't say to yourself, "I don't store 
medical records, so why would anyone care?" That thought 
process is what is going to put you in a precarious situation 
with state and federal breach laws. Did you know that it can 
cost practices between $100 and $400 per patient to recover 
from a breach? In addition, it is imperative that you talk to 
your IT company or any entity that stores or has access to your 
data regarding their level of security and HIPAA compliance. 
A business associate must also implement a complete HIPAA 
and cybersecurity solution within their business. If they are 
not HIPAA compliant and a breach occurs, there is significant 
risk associated with that.

By implementing sound cybersecurity solutions, and 
engaging with a 3rd party cybersecurity company for auditing 
and properly training your staff, you can set yourself up for 
success and mitigate the risk of a data breach while protecting 
patient trust.
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like this: your front desk staff receives an email from "you" 
asking them to click on a link to install a software update for 
your practice management software. This staff member, who 
thinks the email is actually from you, takes action and clicks 
on the link. After clicking on the link, the computer becomes 
infected with ransomware and all of the files on that computer 
are encrypted. Within a few minutes, other team members 
start reporting that their computers are not working and there 
is a warning from a hacker on their screen. And, in the worst 
case scenario, the ransomware worms its way to your server 
and encrypts the data there. What they did not realize was that 
either your email account was hacked or possibly spoofed by 
the attacker. If you think this not going to happen to you or 
your staff - think again. According to most studies, 50-75% 
of all healthcare data breaches are the result of an employee 
action due to a spear phishing attack.

The second pillar is a Cybersecurity Audit. During 
this audit, a cybersecurity company will work closely with 
your practice and IT company to understand, from a holistic 
perspective, your entire network and IT infrastructure. An 
audit will try to uncover vulnerabilities in your infrastructure 
and procedures that may allow someone to gain access to 
your data. For instance, do you backup to a local device on a 
daily basis? Does that device leave the office and, if so, is it 
encrypted? Do you deploy hardware or software encryption 
on your server and devices that leave the office? Do you 
have employees or 3rd party entities that "remote in" to your 
network? Any of these scenarios could result in a data breach 
if not secured properly. We have found that most IT companies 
do not take these situations into account and leave the practice 
highly exposed to outside attacks.

The third pillar is Vulnerability Scanning. This can 
be broken down into two components. A HIPAA Scan is a 
very basic scan that looks at your network for vulnerabilities 
that may result in unauthorized access to your network or the 
exposure of patient data, ultimately causing a HIPAA violation. 
It is not designed to find vulnerabilities in your network such 
as improperly configured computers, devices, or servers. On 
the other hand, a Vulnerability Scan is a very comprehensive 
that is designed to find the "unlocked doors and windows" 
on your network that a hacker would use to exploit data. The 
vulnerability scanning tools used by legitimate cybersecurity 
firms are the best in class and are often used by the largest 
companies in the world to find weaknesses in their networks. 

The vulnerability scanning tool is installed on one 
computer on your network and activated (usually after hours). 
It then scours your network looking for and identifying every 
device on your network. It will customize an attack matrix for 
each device and tries to find security vulnerabilities and holes 
for each one. After it completes the test, it generates a very 
comprehensive report which is shared with your IT company. 




